Corona Quilt 2020
1) Go through your stash (no purchasing new fabric if at all possible!) and choose a color
scheme. Find 2 fat quarters (or equivalent amount) of a light value, 2 of a medium value,
and 2 darks. Also choose a background: white or "creams". That's it to start. More to come
next week.
2) first construction step
make 6 four patches that will finish at 4 x 4 (4-1/2 x 4-1/2 raw). Make 3 of them using light
with medium, and 3 of them using light with dark. I am attaching my favorite method for
making small numbers of four patches--learned at a long ago seminar from Billie Lauder.
Click here four patch-two from two copy for those directions.
3) 2nd construction step
a) Cut 4 strips to set aside for sashing. Each should be 2-1/2" wide by 20-1/2" long. They
can all be cut from the same fabric, or cut 2 each of two of your fabrics. Use your medium
or darks.
b) Make 2 nine patches that will finish at 6 inches (6-1/2 raw). Use one of your dark fabrics
and one of your lights. Make both of them "light" nine patches, in other words the outer 4
corners and the center square light fabric.
c) Make 4 half square triangles that will finish at 6" square (6-1/2 raw). Use your
background fabric (cream or white) for the light half and one or both of your medium
fabrics for the other half.
4) 3rd construction step
Make 3 friendship stars that will finish at 6" square (6-1/2 raw). If
possible make the center square of the same fabric(s) that you
used for the darker part of the half square triangles in step 3c. Make
the corners of each of the blocks from your light(s), and the half
square triangles from a dark and the light which would match the
corner squares.
Cut two 6-1/2 in squares of your background fabric and set them aside.
5) Final construction step
6) Layout

